The biodegradation is a general action strictly linked in the presence of active organisms, and this is not only unavoidable but it represents a fundamental process of the Biosphere. When this process is acting on « valuable » objects, is named as Biodeterioration. The consequences surely produce a worse condition, and this process is particularly unfavourable when the object belongs to the Cultural Heritage field. Climatic factors (temperature, humidity, rain, sun exposure, and air pollutants) can establish good conditions for the development of several organisms on the surfaces, inducing first of all aesthetic damages (vegetative structures, coloured patches or patinas and crusts). Different approaches have been adopted to isolate, identify and quantify such wide group of organisms, and several methodologies and products have been used to eliminate and prevent such biological settlements. However, this field needs to subdue the sector of the qualification and to emphasise the quantification of such phenomenon. Furthermore, we have to consider this as one factor in a more general theory of Biogeomorphogenesis. A model describing the concept of stone durability, involving the Biodeterioration process, is proposed. The data of the selected parameters coming from different dominions could be integrated and elaborated in a new relational database MDDM (Management of Dynamic Durability Model). The exact knowledge of the resistance of a monumental object is crucial for a suitable schedule maintenance. Taking into consideration that the process can never be stopped but only slowed down to a minimum with balanced prevention and intervention actions.
PROBLEMATIC
The biodeterioration of monumental heritage is a worldwide phenomenon. The most severe effects are found in tropical areas where the climate is extremely favourable to the growth of higher plants that can cover and destroy even big artistic monuments. The process is mainly due to centennial years of lack of maintenance, as smaller plants must be eradicated as soon as they grow. In our countries, such kind of degradation is very uncommon and limited to monuments abandoned since several years or part of them with difficulty of access. Most investigation in this field emphasised the study of microorganisms that produce stained patches or coloured crusts on the surface of stones. These microorganisms play a key role in many biogeochemical processes and can adapt themselves to extremely various environments. Modern conservation strategies underline the need to know and understand the structure and function of complex microbial communities that cause biodeterioration of materials that constitute our cultural heritage. Until recently, the detection and identification of microorganisms inhabiting cultural objects were based only on classical cultural methodologies derived from soil microbiology. These are very simple and provide information only on organisms capable of growth under artificial laboratory conditions. However, in order to carry out proper conservation actions, it is necessary to know the complete composition of microbial communities and their activity, as well explained in the review recently published [1] . Researcher's abilities to elucidate the biogeophysical and biogeochemical mechanisms of complex biodeterioration processes occurring at monumental sites have been greatly revolutionized by the use of molecular, physical and highly sophisticated so called high throughput next generation sequencing techniques. Application of these techniques in studying architectural monuments and artworks is not just limited to predict the prevalence of microbial diversity and identifying the mechanism of biodeterioration caused by inhabiting microorganisms. It also provides indepth molecular, biogeophysical and biogeochemical basis of how microorganisms respond to different environmental conditions to accelerate the process of biodeterioration. Offering in turn opportunities to develop preventive and remedial intervention to control undesirable growth and survival of microorganisms on monuments [2, 3] .
This aspect represents a step forward, but the widening of the number of "strains types" that can be present on a stone surface, is necessary but not sufficient. It can be misleading for the knowledge of the effective biodeterioration action on the sampled surface. In fact, with such new techniques the DNA or RNA evidenced could be due to merely contaminants deposed on the surface or not to active biodeterioration mechanism (dead cells).
To overcome this drawback and to understand the real impact of these microorganisms on the conservation of stone monuments it is necessary, by one side, to investigate some biological markers that represent an effective viable presence with active metabolism, by another side to assess the spatial and active population in a biofilm. To the former, the presence of the ATP [4, 5] and the possible use of an artificial nose to detect volatile organic compounds due to the fungal metabolic activity could be employed [6] . For the latter, the study using a Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy, with a double staining, allows to know the time spatial distribution of microorganisms and their extracellular compounds on a stone surface [7, 8] . The transportable Lidar diagnostic technique can be instead used for an early detection of photosynthetic patines [9] while the use of portable PAM device allows the control of the vitality of photosynthetic organisms [10] .
The cause/effect principle should be verified to attribute a detrimental consequence to the action of a single microorganism or a biocoenosis. A possible connection for the formation of sulphate crusts and nitrate salts in stone monuments was attempted in the past for the presence of sulphur and nitrogen cycles bacteria [11, 12] . The relation cause/effect has hardly been demonstrated. Although, for some black spots their origin has been attested to the growth of black meristematic fungi, while green patines to the dwelling of cyanobacteria and green algae biocoenosis [13, 14] . The origin of some red stains on marble monuments due to heterotrophic bacteria was clearly demonstrated [15] . Even if some authors attribute this red colour to the presence of lead resistance bacteria [16] but without to close the circle. Indubitable is the attribution of a decay action to the lichenic presence [17] , even if in some articles, these particular organisms are considered in some way protecting the beneath stone surface [18] . However, closing the circle rarely occurs in the conservation field. This is partly due to the distinctiveness of the "patient" and partly to difficult to isolate and cultivate the microbial agent and recreate the "illness". The Biodeterioration problematic has been deeply investigated and extensively reviewed [19 -22] .
INTERVENTION
Once investigated, classified and isolated, the active biological presence, the second step is to implement measures to stop and prevent this type of alteration. The most frequent interventions are based on the use of chemical formulates with biocide action [23] . The removal of the microbial community from any given surface is an intervention that must be carefully evaluated. Biocidal treatments may have negative effects on the artefacts [24] . The removal of the microbial community may give rise to a new succession of microorganisms, which may be more damaging than the old populations. The inhibition of specific groups of microorganisms may favour the growth of others [25] .
Actions against microbial growth can be divided into four major categories: A -indirect control by altering environmental conditions ; B -mechanical removal and eradication; C -chemicals (biocides); D -physical methods.
Biocides often exhibit detrimental effects on the stone, for example, discoloration, oxidation/reduction of stone minerals, and salt formation, with subsequent crystallization upon drying, leading to exfoliation [22] . The ecotoxicity of commercial biocides does not allow use in outdoor environments and many countries have prohibited the use of some of the previously most common (and effective) biocides. Furthermore, nitrogen containing biocides may serve as nutrients for surviving or newly attaching microorganisms [21] . Where possible, microbial growth should be prevented by altering growth supporting conditions, such as introduction of a drainage system, a shelter or temporary coverage [26] . Physical methods such as UV light have been rarely applied on cultural heritage objects, due to their low penetration depth and negative influence on pigments. However, a recent preliminary study on the removal of lichens by means of a high intensity pulsed xenon flash lamp gave encouraging results [27] . Analogous intervention has been made using the microwaves to control black MCF and to kill the more sensitive algal component of a lichenic thallus [28] . More recently also laser technique has been experimented for the elimination of the biological patina [29] . A distinction needs to be made between cleaning that is designed to remove only surface soiling deposits (e.g. brushing, low pressure water washing, and low pressure blasting) and biological patines removal. An efficient treatment should kill damaging organisms and prevent their regrowth for an acceptable length of time while causing no damage to the substrate or deposition of chemical residues in the stone [30] . Possible treatments should be tested on a small scale, but preferentially on the affected monument itself to determine their real effectiveness against microorganism colonizing different microhabitats. A recolonization by lichens after restoration was observed, in spite of the fact that the lichen communities had been completely removed by biocides, and resins had been applied as consolidants and/or waterrepellents. Besides the usual factors favouring biological colonization, the products applied and the methodology used can affect the recolonization rate [31] . However, mixtures of consolidants or water repellents with biocides can surely increase the effective prevention of biological growth [32] . Even if, in order to understand the limitations of a coating in terms of protection and/or consolidation, it is essential to assess the impact of these products may have on further biocolonization [33] .
BIOGEOMORPHOGENESIS
The biodeterioration phenomenon cannot be studied as a single process but should be considered inside the more general theory of biogeomorphogenesis, as proposed for the first time by Krumbein, in which physical/mechanical and chemical attack may influence the localization and extension of biologically induced stone damage [34, 35] . The term biocorrosion is applied when the biological activity produces deposit by chemical or mechanical means (bioerosion) leading to a volumetric loss of material from the intact stone (Fig. 1) .
The biocorrosion leads to modification of the stone surface and increase in the porosity. Furthermore, alterations occurring as a function of chemical and mechanical processes are producing, such as salt crystallisation and dissolution. This process may have a considerable impact on surface roughness as area available for subsequent weathering, erosion and colonisation [36] . In fact, the deterioration of a stone material, whatever the cause, must be evaluated in the frame of its durability, a concept present in dimensional stones and monumental conservation fields. It involves how we can measure it and the challenges for its modelling. Stone deterioration is by definition dynamic, as it involves the changes in stone properties over time. Similarly, stone conservation can be defined as 'the process of handling change'. Predicted climate changes in Europe and elsewhere are likely to influence biofilms growing on stonework surfaces, with some areas expected to undergo more biodeterioration. Deterioration occurs when force(s) overcomes resistance(s), leading to breakdown and/or chemical change: the sum of forces represented by the relevant environmental conditions affecting the stone object, where the sum of resistances is, in effect, the durability. To measure durability we check environmental conditions and monitor the deterioration caused. Chemical and physical forces rarely act alone, and water often plays a stimulating role. The goal of preventive stone conservation is to reduce the rate of deterioration, through reducing the aggressive forces (modifying the local environmental factors) and/or increasing the resistance of those forces (applying consolidants or other treatments) [37] .
In such vision, the stone biodeterioration can be conceptualised as a series of causes acting upon materials varying their ability to resist those causes. Measuring the causes and resistances involved in the deterioration is, in theory, relatively simple, but in reality extremely complex. We do not usually have from one side the more appropriate parameter and the right techniques to quantify its evolution in time. From another side we have to move outside the laboratory test, where the behaviour of a single parameter can be clearly evaluated in reliable manner [38] but not in realistic environment. Under field conditions, the relationships between causes and effects (resistance) are often characterized by non linear and dynamic behaviour including the presence of thresholds (Fig. 2) . At present there is no test to characterize the durability of stone in relation with the richness of biodeteriorative processes [39] .
Non linear systems are those in which outputs do not change proportionally to a change in inputs. One of the main problems is the difficulty of providing meaningful quantifications of inputs and, especially outputs. Taking into account that the outputs can evidence themselves in different territories and at different scales (from micro to macro). The system is clearly multicomponent (involving a range of interlinked chemical, physical, and biological processes) [37] .
The lack of reliable data sets on inputs and outputs makes it difficult to interpret the system behaviour in any detailed way. Several examples indicate the presence of nonlinear, and sometimes chaotic behaviour in stone decay systems. Identification of nonlinear behaviour in stone decay systems should help interpret, model, and manage such systems in order to avoid the potential dangers of applying linear damage functions. If the variability can be explained by initial weaknesses or microclimate variations, then prediction of the trends of decay over time can be made relatively easily. If, however, chaotic conditions apply, then decay "hotspots" will occur spontaneously and the probabilistic prediction would be more appropriate [37] .
There are different causes of nonlinearity, and many sources may be interrelated and operating together, and some are hard to categorize. However, it is worth attempting to identify and separate sources of nonlinearity, as they might provide the key to understand the ongoing process on and thus aid our attempts to predict and manage the conservation issues [40] . The more important are: Fig. (2) . From biodeterioration to stone durability.
Threshold -inputs will lead to one type of outcome below a threshold and another type of outcome above that threshold. Thresholds thus, by definition, indicate nonlinearity. Saturation and depletion -may be a good way of conceptualizing the time dependent interaction. Storage effect -relate to situations in which the addition or removal of stored components affects input/output relationships -may be considered as the "incubation time". Self-reinforcing -positive feedback occurs where internal changes within a system enhances the outputs, beyond any simple relationship with inputs. Microorganism colonization may operate in a similar way, as initial biofilms produce substances that then encourage further colonization.
Competitive interaction -we might usefully conceptualize a competition between bioweathering and bioprotection by the lichen. A slight change in environmental conditions or indeed death of the lichen through natural aging may induce a shift to bioweathering over bioprotection [41] . Synergism -between processes the effect of the two processes together is greater than the sum of the two acting individually [42] .
The concept of dynamic durability related specifically to stones undergoing dynamic loading processes, and a more general dynamic concept of durability has not been widely taken into consideration. However, it is potentially a much more useful approach for stone conservation. The dynamic durability can be expressed simply as resilience, rather than resistance. Resilience has been defined as the ability to "tolerate disturbance without collapsing into a qualitatively different state controlled by a different set of processes" [43] . Behind the simple definition of resilience, there are some more advanced ideas of systems and interrelationships, with key aspects including the presence of multiple metastable regimes, the importance of episodic change, the existence of nested cycles with different scale properties, and the possibility of links across scales. Measurements of durability need to be based on resilience in the face of a wide range of deterioration processes, evaluated at different scales and under realistic environmental conditions. Assessments of how durability of stone evolves during exposure in monumental buildings are particularly needed and will involve combining laboratory and field exposure testing with non destructive monitoring of on site real cases. A key goal for stone decay scientists now is to provide more data on stone decay system inputs and outputs. In order to identify the presence of such non linear behaviour and to elucidate how likely it is to produce chaotic outcomes [39] .
MODELLING
The key for effective assessment and management of risk is to be able to recognize which is the most plausible explanation under different circumstances and develop appropriate predictive strategies. One possible example is the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM). A formal ontology intended to facilitate the integration, mediation and interchange of heterogeneous cultural heritage information for the exchange and integration of heterogeneous scientific documentation of museum collections. This model is the result of a long work made by the International Committee for Documentation (CIDOC) of the International Council of Museums (ICOM). The primary role of the CRM is to enable information exchange and integration between heterogeneous sources of cultural heritage information. It aims at providing the semantic definitions and clarifications needed to transform disparate, localized information sources into a coherent global resource. However, it does not define any data but foresees the characteristic relationships for its use to enable semantic interoperability [44] . A more appropriate model is present in the historical construction field [45] . This ontological model is described as an event, which might have a defined temporal reference, 'induces' a mechanism, carried out by an agent. The damaging mechanism results in a tangible damage observable on the substrate called manifestation of damage, which includes both material and component types of damage. Intervention is modeled as an action (or set of actions) aimed at repairing the manifestation of damage, stopping the damaging mechanism, eliminating the agent and preventing the event from occurring (see Fig. 3 
):
what it is -(its essence) how it is -(its qualitativeness) how much it is -(its quantitativeness) where it is -(its relatedness to other beings).
Each class presents an internal organization of terminology derived from well established technical literature and can be further integrated or extended directly by user's input. Data management systems, in-situ documentation with portable diagnostic devices, as well as the correct diagnosis of causes of damages, allow feasible interventions [46] .
CONSIDERATION AND PERSPECTIVES
Although, it is well established that microorganisms can cause serious damage to stone monuments, knowledge of the precise mechanisms of decay, is still fragmentary and not enclosed in more general models. The development of new identification methods provides us with a broader understanding of the diversity of organisms present on outdoor monuments and may expand our knowledge of new types of microbial metabolism occurring in these habitats. However, very little work has been carried out in studying the effective deteriorative activity of the old or newly identified organisms. A proteomic approach would not only clarify on the potential activity of microorganisms but would also help designing new strategies for isolating and culturing new organisms. Even microorganisms that have long been known to dwell on stone monuments have only rarely been appropriately examined for their effective contribution to stone decay in vivo. A description of criteria for determining that the decay of the stone is due to microbial action is rare in the literature. Similarly, very few studies aim to quantify biodeterioration processes. In fact, there have been no attempts to define the degree of biodeterioration of an artefact and at what stage antimicrobial and preventive actions should be initiated [22] . The concept of stone durability introduces the need to understand the complex interactions not only among stone, microorganisms and the surrounding environment, but even of chemical and physical processes. In order to achieve this aim, it is necessary to use and develop portable diagnostic devices which can quantify the ratio force/resistance of a single action. The identification of suitable parameters and the standardization of methods for their detection, assessment, and quantification is necessary to complete the equation. Interdisciplinary research projects between conservators and scientists, such as microbiologists, geologists, chemists and physicists, are needed in order to exchange and integrate heterogeneous scientific data of different research groups. Thinking of durability in terms of resilience rather than resistance may help to develop a more refined concept of durability, which can link different types and scales of deterioration, both in present and past. Furthermore, it provides a more realistic picture of the recursive relationship between environmental conditions (forces) and durability [35] .
A key goal for monumental stone decay scientists, in collaboration with a mathematician expert of the complexity and an interactive database software developer, is now to provide more reliable data on inputs and outputs in stone decay system. This in order to identify and quantify such nonlinear behaviour and to elucidate how likely it is to produce (chaotic outcomes) intelligent probabilistic solutions for a suitable maintenance of our Monumental Heritage.
The data for the equation forces/resistance of each process should be obtained from peculiar science domains represented by a characterising indicator (Fig. 4) . If we will be able to complete and realize all the domains involved in the specific process, with the suggested indicators and related parameters, device and protocols (Table 1) , then we could build a new relational database MDDM (Management of Dynamic Durability Model). The attribution of a numeric value to the indicators, weighing and ranking the related parameters, will let us use it as a practical tool. As a signal of change (or stability), to evaluate and follow one of the dynamics "state of conservation of a monumental stone", while the MDDM should give, by their integration, suitable scheduled maintenance indications for the whole object (Fig. 5) . In conclusion, I would outline that every "intelligent data base" has a big limitation that the intelligence is that one of who built the system, even considering chaotic outcomes.
